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Topics
Comedian/Funny
Emotional Intelligence
Inspiration / Achievement
Mental Health / Psychology
Mindfulness
Personal Growth
Virtual

About Paul J. Long
Paul Long is a motivational speaker and consultant that has challenged the corporate landscape for over a decade while engaging audiences around the
globe. As the MLB Kansas City Royals' 2016 Fan of the Year, Paul's shenanigans have been featured in media outlets like ESPN, the Washington Post
and even the Wall Street Journal!! Through his concept of "Fundamism," infectious spirit and unique take on F.U.N. in the workplace, Paul has provided
memorable experiences at hundreds of events while championing pediatric cancer research. Paul's keynote experience is sure to bring laughter, tears,
and provoke thought to any event. So... are YOU ready to have some F.U.N.?
Select Keynotes
Helping Leaders & Teams Define Fulfillment - Change Perspective and Manifest More of What's Good
There has been great debate on why the Great Resignation has taken place. One thing is certain…it has permanently changed the way
companies view their employees and the importance of creating a culture geared towards retaining them. A key element to that is providing a
workplace where employees feel FULFILLED.
The new currency in company culture is FULFILLMENT. But how can you help your people create more of this capital, which is so subjective and
elusive? The answer is FUNDAMISM. Created by Author and Transformative Speaker on Employee Engagement & Fulfillment, Paul Long shares
tested strategies to help leaders and teams define fulfillment, change perspective and manifest more of What’s Good as opposed to what isn’t.
Paul's practical, yet rich FUNdamentals provide business audiences with tactical solutions for growth by helping individuals and teams change
their perspective and create more fulfillment in business and life.
Outline core behaviors that aid in creating more meaningful conversations around fulfillment and why it is the new currency that is
attracting and retaining employees.
Discover a faster path to fulfillment with strategies for listening with intent.
Create more opportunities to shift perspective and drive more meaningful & fulfilling interactions.
Connecting the Workplace and Life Through F.U.N.!
Paul’s philosophy of Fundamism is a deliberate approach to happiness in the workplace, can be applied by anyone and is certain to move your
team in the direction you desire. Based on the core principle of F.U.N., this experience will allow your team to explore their Foundation,
Understanding of Others and help identify Next Steps in maximizing their overall effectiveness at work and in life. Laugh, learn and actively
engage with your team while Paul coaches you through principles that help improve employee engagement, maximize productivity, provide
memorable customer experiences and create a more F.U.N. work environment! This experience will provoke thought while leaving audiences
with a strong understanding of specific actions to help improve their personal work environment.
#RelationshipGoals - A Sales Tale
Why do customers buy? Are you certain that you and your team are appealing to their personal motivations to purchase? In this 60-minute
humor and engagement driven keynote or breakout session, Paul Long discusses the impact created when you show a genuine interest in your
customers by asking questions that make them feel valued. Through Paul’s concept of Fundamism, your team will learn principles that aid in
listening and connecting with others while stressing the importance of sincerity in every interaction. Leveraging his core principle of F.U.N., Paul
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will help your team gain clarity in identifying their “Foundation,” provide a better “Understanding of Others” and identify “Next Steps” in improving
their sales process. “The Service in Sales” is designed to enhance your team’s customer interactions while revealing additional opportunity to
cross-sell. Audiences of this experience will be left with a stronger understanding how to extend customer conversations through discovery,
push vs pull sales techniques and the power of showing a genuine interest in others. As a result, customers will feel they are valued while buying
more, employees will receive additional fulfillment and everyone will walk away with a memorable experience!
The Sincerity in Service
What is a world-class customer experience? Are you certain that your definition will differentiate you from your competitors? In this 60-minute
keynote or breakout session, Paul Long discusses the impact created when the customer has no doubt that your staff is genuine in their desire
to help. Through Paul’s concept of Fundamism, your team will learn principles that aid in listening and connecting with others while stressing
the importance of sincerity in every interaction. You’ll also hear the story of how these same Fundamism principles have helped countless
families through difficult times while raising awareness and money for pediatric cancer research. “The Sincerity in Service” is designed to
enhance your employee’s customer interactions while revealing additional opportunity to make a difference in all walks of life. This program can
also be done as a workshop and is perfect for any service organizations that include but aren’t limited to call centers, healthcare, real estate
offices, sales environments, hotel staff or anything customer facing. Audiences of this experience will be left with a stronger understanding of
the difference one person can make by showing a genuine interest in others and learn specific techniques on how to do so. As a result,
customers will feel they are valued, employees will feel more fulfilled and the perception of your organization will improve!
What's My Motivation? Proving Relevance to the Next Generation Workforce
Businesses across the globe are actively seeking answers in how to move the millennial workforce, predicted to hold 75% of all jobs by 2025.
Contrary to popular belief, everyone is motivated by something, even millennials! In this program, Paul Long introduces his concept of
Fundamism while explaining how it can help combat negativity in the workplace, improve customer experience and promote employee
satisfaction. The Fundamism philosophy can be applied by all, so motivation is ultimately created not only from the top down, but the bottom up.
As a result, this 60-minute keynote is ideal for organizations looking to inspire their team while promoting individual accountability in creating
workplace fulfillment. Participants can expect to leave this experience feeling empowered and motivated with clarity in the role each individual
has in creating their own happiness. By looking internally rather than placing blame elsewhere, employees will take greater initiative and an
increased sense of pride in achieving desired outcomes. (Also effective as a breakout.)
Select Book Titles
2 0 1 8: Fundamism: Connecting to Life Through F.U.N.
Select Testimonials
Paul's ability to take risks, create psychological safety and pull the energy of the room together was amazing...and let's not forget how funny he
is. Honestly, I laughed so much.
— Sara, Fusion Conference

?Paul was the best Master of Ceremonies we could have asked for, and everything we needed. We hired Paul to add an element of continuity to
all our main stage session and give them that pop of energy and boy did he deliver. From rehearsals, where he put the non-professional
speakers at ease, to the live events where he made sure to hit all the highlights and keep that energy up, he was invaluable as a member of the
show. Paul was able to connect to our audience immediately and get the normally reserved group to smile, laugh, and engage! He helped to
make our association leaders look great on stage and ensured our sponsors felt recognized. Most importantly, he rolled with the punches. We
had an entire main stage session drop out at the last minute due to travel challenges, and Paul jumped right in and filled a few minutes here
and 15 minutes there and it seemed natural, and it was amazing. Paul became a member of our team from day one, and by day 2 he was a
member of the NAFA family. Our members can't wait to see him again next year.
— Tina Lynn Mercardo, CEM, DES Director, Events & Education

Select Client Feedback
I don't know where to begin on my feedback and experience with Paul Long. From the personalized video prior to making our final closing
keynote speaker decision, his engagement with our attendees prior to session, his incorporating himself to our team for the "Dinner with the
Family" reception, to the most dynamic, engaging, and let's not forget FUN closing keynote speaker. Paul Long was EXCATLY the speaker we
needed for our conference. He delivered such an energetic, captivating and tactical presentation. This was the first time we had a motivational
speaker not only provide attendees with inspiration, quite a few laughs but most importantly tactical FUNdamentals our attendees walked away
with to apply in both their work and personal life. We could not be more happy with having him as part of our conference. He was a very
different speaker than we have had in the past and so thrilled to have gone with him. It was the perfect FUN we were looking for. Thank you a
million times.
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— D a p h n e S a l i b a G u i l b a u d Health Choice Network
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